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Economic Invitation

Saket Sahitya
346, sehti nagar 

Ujjain M.P.

There is a famous saying I heard ‘ save time, save money’, Today in the world, our time has 
reduced to a great extent, now we can perform several works within the reduced time limit, but 
do saving time, affect us more? Well, I think it does, but not as much as if it could save our 
money too. Besides, I soon realized that actually it is happening.
 Now is mind asking How?
The answer is simple ‘DIGITAL CULTURE’ or I must say, ‘Compact Social Media’. Yes, it has 
saved our time and money. Everyone nowadays is in an affair with the sonic Postman who 
resides in a purse, pocket or even in the school bag, he is so loyal that now we trust him in our 
restrooms also and the magic point is that it always willing to perform like, He will get promoted 
by the next day. It never gets tired of working and realizes us how deep could we be in love?
I said it is saving money. Woo! Sounds economic. Your pocket Postman saves money of your 
friend and his pocket beloved saves his money. Means DOUBLE SAVINGS. Does it sound 
economic this time? For me it is.
Every night I do sleep, why? Because I belong to BPL category. Don’t agree? It’s simply 
because I am a bachelor, no social agreement with a job where heart reigns. Whereas, my 
friends, they are managing directors of their bosses who had three pets sometimes even four. I 
am BPL (Below Poverty Line) forerunner; My friend is Middle class representative and finally 
blue ROYAL bosses.
So one night as every night, I was sleeping, My Postman giggled, I slided the gate and checked 
the mail.
One big golden shiny bordered with silvery glittering text invitation card image for me was 
waiting. That image belongs to my third neighbor who was also my childhood friend . That very 
moment I realized that our society has developed and affectated us very economic.
This form of economic invitation is a result of so called intelligent generation. Don’t agree..Aree 
bhaii…Clearly my childhood neighbor saved his 10Rs of card, convenience of 2Rs, most 
precious ‘time’ of 15 min..as he has to go to serve the nation, then 8Rs of tea if more standard 
like camel’s milk of 20Rs  0.2dB of sound and honestly facing the ugly portrait with yellow 
smile. Such emotions do not have emotional face..it can’t stand with logic. At least in 
‘Generation I’. so now u agree. How economic it was. If you are good at maths then 
10+2+8=20… Wao! chotta recharge to bacha hi liya or he can have one stall of panipuri in his 
marriage.
This is how one can raise his standard from being BPL to Middle class.I know various young 
scientist and research scholars of god Cupid who don’t agree with me. As one of my friend 
slapped me when I told this intelligent argument to him. And he has his own reason for the 
argument because every beloved is not always be loved. He has a costly she friend, and his 
costly she friend had three smart pets as he used to call them, but emotionally they are three 
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children as she used to call them, after all one mother is hidden inside her which she realizes 
well, but they are three lovers of her as I used to call them, very obedient, illogical, and 24*7 
cashier. He explained me that whenever her pets is in need, which results in her need, her digital 
postman sends an ordeal ‘ACCESS YOUR ATM’ and her children become rich. 
According to him, all network sellers are becoming and constructing world’s biggest houses 
from our chhotta recharge, In his eye. Now he is only a private ATM machine of royal bosses. 
This may be true. But I simply replied.. “Trust thyself” because being rich also has its own 
drawbacks. 
So I Am quite satisfied with my BPL identity, but still I say it saves money.. By reducing so 
many other stuff. As if we reduce something, then only we can save something.
 Invitation card on social pocket postman saves money and time. But it reduces joviality of 
meeting with intimates or playmates and desist of giving positive stature. At least we had one 
excuse that can make against the stressful breath of life. But technology reduced it. And we 
readily accepted as we are in habit of liking reduced stuff. For our logical audience.
˄SAVING TIME ɖ ˄SAVING MONEY ɖ 1/ ˅GLEE ɖ 1/ ˅STATURE

[Increase in saving time is directly proportional to increase in saving money and inversely 
proportional to glee and stature]

Why we bother about abstract ideas, if you do so, you will be remain in my category i.e BPL.  So 
save time, save money, giving joy and respecting tradition will make you out from generation I. 
That I mostly see in my dreams.
 


